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Section S1. Thermodynamic data Section S2. Leave-one-in tests Section S3. Investigations on slabs Section S4. Adsorption configurations Table S1 . Ionization energies and electron affinities for CH 3 , CO, OH, and NH 3 . Table S2 . BC model-calculated CEs of the relevant NPs we investigated. Table S3 . Calculated local CEs for relevant adsorption sites. Table S4 . Regression statistics for the various leave-one-in tests we performed. Table S5 . Regression statistics for intentionally overfit model plot of fig. S3B , with coefficients generated via OLS regression. Table S6 . DFT-calculated BEs for all studied adsorbate-NP pairs, ordered first by adsorbate, then by morphology, then by element, and lastly by CN. Fig. S1 . Adsorbate BEs versus BC model-calculated NP CEs. Fig. S2 . Parity plots for the various leave-one-in tests we performed. Fig. S3 . Characterization of all metal-adsorbate pairs in the slab dataset (29) simultaneously (e.g., there is one training set, which includes all adsorption interactions from the dataset). Fig. S4 . Illustration of initial configurations for several DFT calculations performed. In the main document, we outline a proposed model to describe the binding of an adsorbate to a metal (Equation 3 ). Generally, we expect to be a term Stab Ads describing the stability of the adsorbate, Stab NP for the stability of the NP, Int Ads-M for the tendency of the adsorbate and metal to interact, and finally Stab site for the stability of the local site. We choose CE local as our descriptor for the local site stability and outline our decision in the main document. However, this still leaves three other descriptors to account for in our model: stability of the adsorbate and nanoparticle, as well as the interaction between the adsorbate and a metal atom. We present a description of our choice of properties for these descriptors, as well as a justification for choosing them as follows.
Stab Ads : Ionization Potential and Electron Affinity (IPEA)
For Stab Ads , we relate the adsorbate stability in the gas phase to the chemical potential. It has been shown that within the context of HSAB theory, the negative average of the Ionization Potential (IP) and Electron Affinity (EA) can be used as a first-order approximation to the chemical potential (26) . Experimental values for both IP and EA for small molecules are tabulated in literature, and even in the absence of experimental data, they can be readily calculated (46) . The data we used to calculate this term comes primarily from tabulated experimental data on the NIST WebBook. In the case of ammonia, in the absence of an experimental electron affinity value in the NIST WebBook, we therefore used the NIST Computational Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark DataBase (CCCBDB), choosing the entry corresponding to the full CCSD(T) method with a cc-pVQZ basis set. The reference data we used can be found in table S1. We use the Cohesive Energy (CE) of the isolated NP in the gas phase as our descriptor for its stability. CE is defined as the energy required to separate each atom of the NP to an infinite distance, scaled by the number of atoms in the NP. The CE of a monometallic NP is mathematically related to its electronic energy, as shown in Equation S1.1. = − * (S1.1)
In Equation S1.1, n represents the number of atoms in the NP. CE therefore serves as an indirect measure of NP energetics/stability. To calculate CE of the NPs, we use the accelerated Bond-Centric (BC) model, which has been shown to trend with DFT CEs over both monometallic and bimetallic NPs of different sizes and shapes (9). The BC model requires no parameter tuning, is orders of magnitude faster than DFT, and is readily extendable to multiple NP systems. In the case of a monometallic NP, the BC-model CE of the NP is represented as Equation S1.2. = = * √ ∑ √ =1 (S1.2)
In Equation S1.2,CE NP is the CE of the NP, CE bulk is the bulk CE of the metal, CN i is the coordination number (CN) of atom i, and CN bulk is the CN of the metal in bulk. We recognize that gas-phase metal-molecule binding energies, although fast to calculate, may encounter some challenges within DFT. We try to be as accurate as possible in our calculations by investigating several spin states and using an unrestricted Kohn-Sham scheme (see Computational Information). The same descriptor has also been used by Roling et al (29) in the development of their adsorption model. Alternatively, one could use experimental affinities between a metal and adsorbate as the MADs descriptor. The physics (type of descriptors defining the model) should not depend on the particular approach used in determining the descriptors, although the regression coefficients will likely change.
Stabsite: The local cohesive energy (CElocal)
Beyond simple metal-adsorbate interaction strength, previous work indicates that geometry of the binding site has a strong effect on the binding of single adsorbate (E Ads-NP in Equation 1). For example, it was observed that the binding energy of carbon monoxide to Au NPs depends on both the CN of the metal participating in the binding interaction as well as the local curvature of the NP surface (20) . For the site stability descriptor, Stab site , we choose to take a modified form of the BC model wherein we only consider bonds directly connected to the metal atom participating in the adsorption interaction. We report in table S3 calculated values for this descriptor for every binding interaction we investigated, including periodic slab dataset(29). The larger error bars in the case of the adsorbates can be attributed to the necessity that they underfit. Because only one adsorbate is investigated in S2.1 I, J, and K, it is impossible to sample more than one value of IPEA: two chemically-identical adsorbates must have the same value for this descriptor. As a result, there is not enough information in those particular splits of the dataset for the IPEA parameter to be tuned.
Section S3. Investigations on slabs
Following our initial study of the adsorption of the methyl radical, the hydroxyl radical, and carbon monoxide onto Au, Ag, and Cu NPs, we also investigated the adsorption of these same adsorbate-metal pairs onto the several metallic slabs reported in the slab data(29). The binding energies are taken from the aforementioned reference, and the local site cohesive energies that we calculated can be found in table S3. In order to search for potential descriptors and verify the model descriptors we have already chosen, we utilized three techniques: Ordinary Least-Squares, LASSO, and Symbolic Regression. In an attempt to find meaningful descriptors for the three columns of the periodic table investigated in the slab dataset(29), we considered additional descriptors. Values for the electronic affinity and ionization potential of the metal (used in the calculation of the chemical potential and chemical hardness under HSAB theory (26)), the covalent radius, the metal resistivity, and the metal melting point all come from the 92 nd edition of the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (33). Resistivity values used are those reported for 273K. 
LASSO
We observe in an OLS model attempting to fit all possible datapoints that p-values point towards the IPEA and MADs being the most-probable descriptors of the binding interaction, with the only other statistically-significant descriptor being the melting point of the metal. Further, CE local is given a much higher p-value than the coordination number. Because p-values are only one (often over-relied-upon) piece of model verification (55), in order to get a better description of the importance of each of these variables, we utilized GLMNet (56) as implemented in R(28) to perform feature selection via LASSO (57). Choosing a value of lambda minimizing the crossvalidated mean-squared error, LASSO gives the following parameters nonzero coefficients: An intercept, CN, the chemical potential of the metal, the covalent radius of the metal, CE local , IPEA, and MADS (table S5) . Of these the highest coefficients are given to an intercept, MADS, IPEA, CN, and CE local . This offers support for the functional form of our model found in Equation S3 .1, as although CN seems to have a higher coefficient than CE local by LASSO, CE local captures additional information about the local chemical environment which CN is missing.
Symbolic Regression with Eureqa
Because the potential exists for cross terms and higher-order terms in the model, we continued our investigation of these parameters using the software package Eureqa (58), which performs symbolic regression via a genetic algorithm. Taking the slab dataset (29), we first standardized the data by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, on a per-column basis. We allowed the search of the formula space to include the following terms: constants, integer constants, any of the input variables, negations of any constants or variables, and allowed the operators addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Since RMSE is not available as an error metric in Eureqa, we instead selected squared error as our error metric. The formula search was allowed to run for approximately 1 million generations, investigating 78 billion potential equations via genetic algorithm. Upon investigating the array of potential models Eureqa generated, we observe that nearly all of them have some nonlinear dependence on the IPEA descriptor. The majority of these took the form of * 2 , + , or + * + , where A and B are constants, and X is some arbitrary other descriptor from the dataset. Although at first it may appear that this indicates a nonlinear dependence on IPEA, in reality this is an artifact of the dataset only containing three adsorbates. Because there are only three points in this dimension, either a parabola or reciprocal function are flexible-enough to capture them. In other words, this particular set of nonlinear terms featuring IPEA are likely overfitting to the data. For this purpose we utilize Occam's Razor: we focus only on simple solutions which do not feature a nonlinear relation with IPEA, and ignore the other equations. We are then left with a series of equations all taking the form of Equation S3.1. = + * + * + * (S3.1)
In Equation S3 .1, A-D are constants. In some simpler equations, some of these coefficients are set to zero, but the best fit occurs when all coefficients are assigned values. In other words, the genetic algorithm search for equation forms, which was not restricted in its choice of descriptors, has undergone convergent evolution to the equation form we utilize in the main document.
Section S4. Adsorption configurations
To investigate a variety of chemical environments, we focus on five unique nanoparticle (NP) morphologies: a 55-atom icosahedron ( fig. S4 A) , a 55-atom cuboctahedron ( fig. S4 B) , a 147atom icosahedron ( fig. S4 C) , a 147-atom cuboctahedron ( fig. S4 D) , and a 172-atom cube ( fig.  S4 E) . In the case of NPs where more than one unique atoms share the same CN, we denote them with numbers 8-1, 8-2, 8-3, 8-4. Lower: Adsorbate-metal complexes in the case of (F) methyl radical, (G) hydroxyl radical, (H) carbon monoxide, (I) ammonia, (J) methyl radical bound to a gas-phase metal atom, (K) carbon monoxide bound to a gas-phase metal atom, (L) hydroxyl radical bound to a gas-phase metal atom, (M) ammonia bound to a gas-phase metal atom.
Due to symmetry, the 55-atom icosahedron ( Figure 1A) has only two distinct sites, with coordination number (CN) equal to 6 or 8. The 55-atom cuboctahedron ( Figure 1B) has three unique sites: CN 5, 7, or 8. The 147-atom icosahedron ( Figure 1C ) contains only three distinct sites, with CN equal to 6, 8, or 9. In the 147-atom cuboctahedron ( Figure 1D ), symmetry yields four distinct sites: CN 5, 7, 8, or 9. For the 172-atom cube ( Figure 1E) , six sites are possible: CN 3 or 5, as well as four unique CN 8 sites, which we refer to as 8-1, 8-2, 8-3, and 8-4. For each of the morphologies shown in fig. S4 A-E, monometallic Cu, Ag, and Au NPs were constructed and subsequently relaxed via DFT. After relaxation, the adsorbates of interest (CH 3 , CO, OH) were placed at a "top" adsorption configuration (see fig. S4 F-I) above each distinct surface site on the NPs. The top adsorption configuration was used as it gives the least number of distinct sites to screen per NP, and has been shown to trend with the binding energy of other surrounding adsorption sites (16). In rare cases where the adsorbate moved away from a top configuration to a bridged or hollow position during optimization, the configuration was forced to relax on top. For all adsorption calculations, the NP structure was frozen. The binding energy of an adsorbate was calculated as the difference between the adsorbed state and each species at infinite separation (gas-phase) was taken, as shown in Equation S4.1. Table S6 . DFT-calculated BEs for all studied adsorbate-NP pairs, ordered first by adsorbate, then by morphology, then by element, and lastly by CN. The investigated adsorbates are the methyl radical, carbon dioxide molecule, hydroxyl radical, and ammonia molecule. Investigated morphologies are 172-atom cubes, 55-/147-atom cuboctahedrons, and 55-/147-atom icosahedrons. Investigated metals for these morphologies are Ag, Au, and Cu. In the case of Rh, the 55-atom cuboctahedron and 55-atom icosahedron were investigated. In the case of the bimetallic CuAg alloys, 55-atom icosahedrons were investigated. For NPs where multiple binding sites share the same Coordination Number (CN), an underscore followed by a number is used to arbitrarily assign a unique ID to differentiate these sites. We additionally report the gasphase single-metal-atom binding energy to each adsorbate; these calculations are indicated with the word "Gas" in the Morphology column. 
